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2018 FRANZ Classic Exhibition In The Flagship Store In OKANO
FRANZ held 2018 “FRANZ Classic Exhibition” in the Flagship Store in OKANO,the
fashion benchmark in Tokyo. At this exhibition, FRANZ released new product
“ Glamor and Grace Silk Scarf and Butterfly Lidded Porcelain Box With fashion as
longitude and culture as latitude”. This beautiful porcelain box and flowery silk scarf
retain the memory of historical imprints.

2015
FRANZ was invited to Révélations in Paris and met Manuel Valls, the Prime
Minister of France. FRANZ gave the vase “Striking Vermillion” as the present.

“Treasure. FRANZ Classic Exhibition” In Palace Hotel In Japan
FRANZ held “Treasure. FRANZ classic exhibition” in Palace Hotel in Japan. The
important figures in industry, government and official fields gathered together on this
grand exhibition. The figures included Hsiu-Lien Lu, former vice president of
Taiwan ,Ping-Kun Chiang, former director of Straits Exchange Foundation and
government officials of Shizuoka Prefecture.

2014
“Classic 100 exhibition” in Zhejiang Museum
Through this exhibition, FRANZ hoped that the public can experience the Chinese
exquisite ceramic culture. Also, FRANZ promoted cross-strait exchange and
gathered entrepreneurs in porcelain industry together to perk up the development of
this industry.

2013
“Classic 100 exhibition” in Nanjing Museum
FRANZ held “Classic 100 exhibition” in Nanjing Museum, inviting cross-strait artists,
specialists in industry and gathering 100 pieces of FRANZ artworks on this
exhibition.

2012
Exhibit at Europe’s biggest porcelain museum – Porzellanikon Selb, Germany

“Franz & the City” at Bloomingdale‘s in New York
Bloomingdale’s is one of the most well known international luxury department stores.
Its uptown NYC flagship location is recognized worldwide for its high fashion and
modern taste. FRANZ had a one-month special exhibition entitled “Franz & the City,”
whose goal was to deliver to the audience its unification of ancient and
contemporary, Eastern and Western cultures and craftsmanship.

2011
“The New Generation - FRANZ” Taipei World Design Expo.

Invited to exhibit at the upscale department store – Harrods

2010
Co-branded with Philadelphia Museum of Art, USA and presented the
“Philadelphia Museum of Art Collection”

Jean Boggio for FRANZ at MAISON&OBJET Spring and Summer Fair
The perfect integration of French and Chinese elements in Jean Boggio for FRANZ
has drawn attention from around the globe. At MAISON&OBJET Spring and Summer
Fair, Jean Boggio for Franz′s Extraordinary Garden Screen was chosen to be
featured as the key vision in their public relations plan.
Extraordinary Garden is an Art Deco influenced crown jewel of the fair. This exquisite
porcelain screen is like a bountiful gate opening to a magnificent home garden. In
addition, the Blossom of Jade Buffet is delicately infused with complex patterns
bringing life to this extraordinary into cabinet.

2009
Organized Cross-Strait Boutique Porcelain Exhibition

Invited to Tableware Festival In Japan

2007
Prize-winners of FRANZ AWARD Invited to MAISON & OBJET, Paris
FRANZ organized the first FRANZ AWARD, and the Prize-winners was invited to
MAISON & OBJET, Paris.

2006
Attended Frankfurt Ambient and set Permanent Booth

